2018 MUSIC CONTEST

Wanted:

Musicians for National Folk Music Contest
for the 2018 Spring Planting Festival!
Sunday May 6th 2018 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM

*Old-fashioned musicians, solo acts or groups*
Bring your instruments or voice for the chance to win BIG prizes!

Judging to be done by Independent Panel

Judging Criteria:
Quality of Performance, Style and Content of Music, Period Costume worn
and Stage Presentation

1st Place Prize: $800 cash

2nd Place Prize: $500 cash

3rd Place Prize: $300 cash

RULES:

*Musical instrument plug-ins accepted
*No cd's or tape players allowed.
*All Cover music must be pre 1960's.
*Original music must exemplify and reflect old fashioned values.
*All music must be “family friendly” with no profanity, and content must be suitable for all listening audiences.
*Not open to those who have won in the past 28 months. If any member of the group has won during the past 28 months, the entire band will be disqualified from the competition.
*Not open to Baker Creek’s contracted musicians—or any musicians being paid to play during the May Spring Planting Festival.
*Not open to Baker Creek employees or their families.
*All songs must be submitted and approved before performance. Please include lyrics for songs that are relatively unknown or not widely circulated.
*Participants agree to all forms of photography, video and audio recordings conducted by Baker Creek, and gives permission for the company to use without compensation.